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Look Better, Feel Better 1954
never ending to do lists and deadlines constant demands on your time and energy the world never stops and you never have
time to catch up this can leave you depleted and overwhelmed wanting to crawl in a hole self care sounds great but who has
the time you do in her groundbreaking new book feel better in five minutes an empowering guide to gain control over your
emotions intuitive healer and author amanda hainline helps to empower you with quick and easy ways to feel better right
now the book is a unique blend of energy healing and psychology explaining where your emotions come from how to release
trauma from your past and what to do to move forward into the life you truly deserve feel better in five minutes contains
relatable client stories and easy to follow techniques to feel better fast that anyone can use whether at home in the car or in
the middle of a stressful meeting you will have practical tools that allow you to biohack your emotions and get into a calm
focused place in no time and better yet the qr codes in each chapter take you to videos where amanda personally guides
you along the way so you never feel alone emotions and energy are closely linked to physical health don t wait until your
body stops you dead in your tracks take control now it s easy and better yet it only takes five minutes

Feel Better in Five Minutes 2022-03-09
my story might sound atypical but in reality every one of our lives is unique what is reassuring is that we all have common
threads challenges that we share my wish is that the principles i stress in this series will help you understand that you can
be happy healthy beautiful handsome terrific and god s greatest miracle you can appreciate who you are and live a life that
is sound and true you can be spiritually grounded and connected to friends and family and enjoy what life has to offer no
matter the age

How to Feel Great and Look Years Younger 2017-12-04
when we feel broken we look to be fixed we consume books have therapy diet whatever it takes but true self development is
not about being fixed it s about accepting the parts of yourself and then enhancing who we already are focusing on evidence
based approaches ruth will teach you how to not just read about but truly integrate personal development work she ll take
you through 4 key questions that encourage both self reflection and include action oriented tasks that will help you create
sustainable results 1 what do you want 2 where are you now 3 how do you get to where you want to be 4 how do you stay
there ruth started our her personal development journey when studying psychology as she wanted to know what the f k was
wrong with her she felt that she was different and wanted to see if there was a scientific reason using tools she has
developed to help train thousands of coaches ruth will help you to create a strong self coaching mindset helping you to
rewire your brain so that you can adopt new ways of thinking feeling and behaving she draws from a variety of disciplines
including neuroscience positive psychology somatic and energy work to provide a truly unique self coaching programme that
is totally results focused

Look Better, Feel Better, Live Better 2005-01-01
nutrition experts for decades have recommended the healthy mediterranean diet dr steve parker incorporates the latest
nutrition science breakthroughs in this newly revised second edition of his award winning advanced mediterranean diet dr
parker s weight management plan is highly customizable depending on the user s weight sex and preferred dieting style in
addition to a time honored portion controlled diet dr parker presents the world s first low carb mediterranean diet the
ketogenic mediterranean diet this is a two for one deal you ll discover 1 which foods are the healthiest 2 which
carbohydrates are particularly fattening 3 why we no longer have to worry about dietary total fat saturated fat and
cholesterol 4 how to lose weight by watching portion sizes or calories 5 how to lose weight by limiting carbohydrate
consumption 6 which of these two popular dieting methods is optimal for you and 7 64 easy and delectable recipes the
traditional mediterranean diet is rich in fruits vegetables legumes whole grains fish olive oil judicious amounts of wine with
modest portions of meat and poultry this way of eating is linked to longer lifespan and reduced risk of heart attack stroke
cancer diabetes and dementia the book includes advice on how to avoid weight regain instruction on exercise a general
index a recipe index and scientific references all measurements are given in both u s customary and metric units

How to Feel Better 2023-05-25
a 4 week course offering new tools to deal with the challenging emotions that get in the way of enjoying life these incredible
self soothing methods created by a highly respected life coach and inspirational speaker really do work do you feel your life
could be a lot more successful and fun but it s not happening do your overthinking and intense emotions keep getting in the
way of enjoying life do you struggle following advice such as let it go be positive and live in the moment do you keep falling
back despite your best efforts into the same old relationship problems mood swings and self esteem issues this book has a
radical message you don t need self improvement to enjoy your life you don t need to be better you are ok just as you are
step by step this innovative 4 week course teaches you to free yourself from intrusive thoughts and challenging emotions so
you can step out bravely into the world not caring so much what others think there are no complicated theories rituals or



practices here only simple techniques that will enable you to step away from overthinking self criticism and fear to live as
your already empowered real self living a good life doesn t need to be complicated amazing things happen when you know
how to be yourself and love yourself shining bright as who you are

The Advanced Mediterranean Diet: Lose Weight, Feel Better, Live Longer
(2nd Edition) 2012-01-16
while we d all love to be a celebrity with a personal staff at our beck and call what s a real girl to do catherine mortimer has
spent over ten years interviewing stars and their stylists hairdressers and makeup artists she s learned their secrets and
now she reveals them in this must have collection of 501 tried and tested tips for looking gorgeous and feeling fabulous best
of all these ideas aren t about having a big budget or spending hours at the makeup table or spa these are wonderfully
sneaky marvelously doable beauty tricks to help every woman make the most of whatever gifts mother nature gave her

Feel Better, No Matter What 2021-01-12
the rise of the health beauty and fitness industries in recent years has led to an increased focus on the body body image
gender and health are issues of long standing concern in sociology and in youth studies but a theoretical and empirical focus
on the body has been largely missing from this field this book explores young people s understandings of their bodies in the
context of gender and health ideals consumer culture individualisation and image body work examines the body in youth
studies it explores paradoxical aspects of gendered body work practices highlighting the contradiction in men s increased
participation in these industries as consumers alongside the re emphasis of their gendered difference it explores the key
ways in which the ideal body is currently achieved via muscularising practices slimming regimes and cosmetic procedures
coffey investigates the concept of health and how it is inextricably linked both to the bodily performance of gender ideals
and an increased public emphasis on individual management and responsibility in the pursuit of a healthy body this book s
conceptual framework places it at the forefront of theoretical work concerning bodies affect and images particularly in its
development of deleuzian research it will appeal to a wide range of scholars and students in fields of youth studies education
sociology gender studies cultural studies affect and body studies

501 Easy Look and Feel Good Tips 2016-12-01
i wrote look great feel great because i can truthfully say that i feel better physically mentally emotionally and spiritually right
now than i have ever felt in my life no matter what age or condition you are in you can do the same joyce meyer s acclaimed
new york times bestseller provides a twelve key plan for overcoming the poor eating and exercise habits that prevent us
from fulfilling our potential demonstrates the amazing spiritual benefits of a healthier lifestyle digs beneath the self respect
crisis that threatens society today includes a daily self maintenance checklist and quick fix emergency sheet

Body Work 2016-03-10
are you often tired or without energy are you anxious or depressed do you have aches and pains are you suffering from
phobia stress anxiety or constant worry are you concerned about your future if you answer yes to any of these questions
then this book is for you

Look Great, Feel Great 2009-06-11
uncut and uncensored the infamous pre code crime does not pay comics are finally collected into a series of archival
hardcovers with brutal realistic tales focusing on vile criminals crime does not pay was one of the most popular comics of the
1940s the series was a favourite target of dr fredric wertham and other censors and is partially responsible for the creation
of the stifling comics code authority this collection featuring every uncensored page from crime does not pay issues 54 to 57
is brimming with sharp work by charles biro george tuska and many more

Simple Principles to Feel Better and Live Longer 2008-02
offering sage advice and practical guidelines ryan shows how we can integrate the emotional physical and intellectual
aspects of our lives into a relationship with god while based firmly on christian tradition this book also draws enrichment
wisdom and insight from other world religions bringing them to bear on christian faith and practices foreword by henri
nouwen

Crime Does Not Pay Archives Volume 9 2015-04-21
highly commended popular medicine at the british medical association s book awards 2014 in days gone by people
understood that a knock to your health takes its toll on your emotions your relationships your morale your spirit but these



days we think that if the doctor has waved you off then you are better we neglect what scientific studies show is a vital
element of recovery the emotional side of getting better as a result many of us struggle with hidden issues such as
depression stress and anxiety long after a health crisis this new book from the authors of the cancer survivor s companion
highly commended by the bma and winner of the guild of health writers best health book 2012 centres on the crucial
research based but widely overlooked truth that getting better is not just about the body emotions play a huge part often a
person s emotional state is the one thing stopping them from a full recovery contents include why getting better takes time
why relaxation and exercise are both vital how to build your confidence and tackle low mood and depression how to eat for
recovery how to deal with medical advice and communicate well with your doctor how to keep family life and relationships
on track and much more there are also case histories to inspire readers as well as fascinating snippets from times gone by
which help to make this an entertaining as well as a highly practical inspiring read

Federal Trade Commission Decisions 1999
armed with custom software that scours the english speaking world s new internet blog posts every minute hunting down
the phrases i feel and i am feeling the authors have collected over 12 million feelings since 2005 amassing an ever growing
database of human emotion that adds more than 10 000 new feelings a day equal parts pop culture and psychology
computer science and conceptual art sociology and storytelling this is no ordinary book with thousands of authors from all
over the world sharing their uncensored emotions it is a radical experiment in mass authorship merging the online and
offline worlds to create an indispensable handbook for anyone interested in what it s like to be human

FDA Consumer 1991
we want to have more control over aging specifically how to avoid it additionally we want to appear and feel young for as
long as possible even while we are aware that the aging process progresses there are things we can do to slow down or
even stop it by making confident eating choices you may read about the significant anti aging advantages of choosing
healthy food selections and eating the right sorts of foods in my book the anti aging diet the foundation of this book is a
simple idea eating right may help us maintain our youth and health for as long as possible it s not only about your eating
preferences and how they impact how quickly you age making otherwise healthy lifestyle choices such as exercising and
quitting destructive behaviors is strongly related to maintaining good looks and health as we age via the foods we pick you
understand the importance of living a healthy lifestyle and how it impacts aging which is why we examine all of the methods
in this book that you may enhance your appearance and health via dietary choices beginning with learning which foods have
a more significant anti aging effect than others this book will also look at various actions that may be performed to help
achieve this aim such as establishing a list of healthy foods to buy and avoiding fast food and processed meals studies have
shown that you re eating habits have an influence on both your physical appearance and overall health in the anti aging diet
we ll cover all the basics

Disciplines for Christian Living 1993
novak djokovic reveals the gluten free diet and fitness plan that transformed his health and pushed him to the pinnacle in
2011 novak djokovic had what sportswriters called the greatest single season ever by a professional tennis player he won
ten titles three grand slams and forty three consecutive matches remarkably less than two years earlier this champion could
barely complete a tournament how did a player once plagued by aches breathing difficulties and injuries on the court
suddenly become the 1 ranked tennis player in the world the answer is astonishing he changed what he ate in serve to win
djokovic recounts how he survived the bombing of belgrade serbia rising from a war torn childhood to the top tier of his
sport while djokovic loved and craved bread and pasta and especially the pizza at his family s restaurant his body simply
couldn t process wheat eliminating gluten the protein found in wheat made him feel instantly better lighter clearer and
quicker as he continued to research and refine his diet his health issues disappeared extra pounds dropped away and his
improved physical health and mental focus allowed him to achieve his two childhood dreams to win wimbledon and to
become the 1 ranked tennis player in the world now djokovic has created a blueprint for remaking your body and your life in
just fourteen days with weekly menus mindful eating tips for optimal digestion and delicious easy to prepare recipes you ll
be well on your way to shedding extra weight and finding your way to a better you djokovic also offers tips for eliminating
stress and simple exercises to get you revved up and moving the very same ones he does before each match you don t
need to be a superstar athlete to start living and feeling better with serve to win a trimmer stronger healthier you is just two
weeks away

How to Feel Better 2013-10-03
when you look in the mirror are you unhappy with how you look do you wish that you could look younger stop looking for
youth in lotions creams and treatments and take the wellness approach to looking and feeling younger if you want to
rejuvenate your mind body and spirit this is the book that will tell you how to do it learn how to think young feel young and
look young longer naturally without expensive facial products youth starts within the body so learn how to eat to stay young
how to think to stay young and how to act to stay young the wellness approach will not only help you feel better but you will



look better stop wishing that you were younger and do something about it by reading this book today stop feeling old and
start feeling good again this book is full of tips on how to change your life for the better helping you keep off the signs of
aging change your life now by picking up this book

We Feel Fine 2009-12
what if a good night s sleep was all you needed to transform your life beyond your wildest dreams sleep to heal is here to
heal and inspire are you tired of waking up tired you are not alone we may have become super productive in our fast paced
always connected 24 7 society but in exchange we lost something precious our harmonious connection to sleep a natural
biological function integral to our overall health wellness and well being the new and unraveling science of sleep tells us that
sleep impacts everything from anxiety and creativity to productivity and longevity we also now know it s an essential pillar
of health perhaps even more important than nutrition and exercise dr abhinav singh is a physician with a keen interest in
preventive medicine and he firmly believes that better sleep equals better health no matter your age this book will help you
revolutionize your patterns on a daily basis and support you on a renewed journey toward better sleep better health and
ultimately a better life not just for tonight but for a lifetime no matter your goal better sleep losing weight or simply feeling
more patient around loved ones it is never too late for a sleep reboot based on scientific research and 15 years of clinical
experience from a double board certified sleep physician who has taught the art of sleep to more than 7 000 patients sleep
to heal will forever reshape the way you think about sleep and give you the strategies and tools you need to transform your
life from the inside out one peaceful night at a time refresh restore and revitalize your life today

Best Diets For Reverse Aging 2022-10-04
this accessibly written book explores many types of psychotherapy discussing the history tenets advantages and
shortcomings of each it also compares and contrasts how different approaches address real world mental health concerns
therapy and counseling have proved beneficial for tens of millions of americans whether to address a serious mental illness
or for more everyday issues such as troubled relationships stress or grief studies suggest that approximately 80 percent of
people who receive therapy find it beneficial a number of effective schools of psychotherapy are available today each with
its own approach strengths and weaknesses understanding therapy how different approaches solve real world problems
explores different forms of psychotherapy using clear non technical language and a reader friendly format part i provides
important foundational information including the historical development of psychotherapy common misconceptions and
types of therapists each chapter in part ii profiles a different group of therapies highlighting each one s history key founders
and proponents tenets and potential advantages and disadvantages part iii features a series of real world situations for
which someone might seek therapy and illustrates how several different forms of therapy would address the problem
readers will be able to compare and contrast these methods learning how different types of therapy tackle the same issue in
varying ways

25 Things You Can Do to Feel Better Right Now 1993
emotions rather than simply being the result of random or disordered biochemical processes are adaptive mechanisms that
are often overly relied upon as a function of basic learning processes the quest to feel good helps the reader understand
that negative emotions serve a critical adaptive purpose that functions in relation to one s ultimate desire for a felt positive
state paul rasmussen addresses the role of emotions as adaptive components in combination with cognitive and behavioral
processes to our overall orchestration of life to this end the therapist is directed to use a client s negative affect as a means
of guiding critical therapeutic conclusions and decisions rasmussen emphasizes an integration of the basic premises of
adlerian psychology with the evolutionary imperative model presented by theodore millon 1990 1999 this integration is used
to explain the primacy of emotions in the manifestation of most clinical conditions this critical integration and focus makes
the volume important necessary and unique to mental health professionals case examples and illustrations are also offered
throughout the text

Serve to Win 2013-08-20
20 000 to 2 million in only three years the greatest stock picker you never heard of tells you how you can do it too chris
camillo is not a stockbroker financial analyst or hedge fund manager he is an ordinary person with a knack for identifying
trends and discovering great investments hidden in everyday life in early 2007 he invested 20 000 in the stock market and
in three years it grew to just over 2 million with laughing at wall street you ll see how facebook friends helped a young
parent invest in the wildly successful children s show chuggington and saw her stock values climb 50 how an everyday trip
to 7 eleven alerted a teenager to short snapple stock and tripled his money in seven days how 1000 invested consecutively
in uggs true religion jeans and crocs over five years grew to 750 000 how michelle obama caused j crew s stock to soar 186
and wall street only caught up four months later engaging narratively driven and without complicated financial analysis
camillo s stock picking methodology proves that you do not need large sums of money or fancy market data to become a
successful investor



How to Stay Young and Fit No Matter How Old You Get: Anti-Aging
Secrets 2014-01-31
a real life success story of overcoming adversity coupled with a unique mind body training programme lone w o l f is aimed
at the 35 age group who want to combat age related changes sports men and women looking for an edge in their respective
fields people who despise the gym and want a home workout weight loss groups sports rehabilitation and back pain
sufferers not all exercise classes are created equal su fit the central programme of lone w o l f is the only one of its kind to
be endorsed by the yoga alliance and hosted at the world s top spas the mind and body exercises are achievable there really
is no better way to improve focus get fit lose weight and slow the ageing clock su fit is the gateway to getting your body to a
place where you can feel more confident about yourself lowering your biological age to improve weight loss with doable
exercises increasing your mobility flexibility and strength to combat age related changes multidisciplinary training physical
and psychological to reduce chronic back pain

Sleep to Heal 2023-06-27
this book is not about dieting its about you it provides doable realistic strategies that can help you find happiness
accomplishment and satisfaction by finding your best body this book will create your new experience of succeeding and
overcoming dieting

Understanding Therapy 2019-10-21
do you feel as good as you want to even if you are happy are you as happy as you want to be if you want to feel better this
book is for you unlike other books which promise five things you should do to feel great or be successful how to feel better
directly addresses your emotions why you have them and how to improve them our emotions shape our lives we constantly
strive to do things that make us feel good but trying to shape our external circumstances to change how we feel is indirect
to really feel better you must look inside you must have a dialogue with your emotions and come to understand them feeling
great is within your reach if you are willing to examine your emotions how to feel better will show you what your emotions
really are you will be able to understand and let go of the emotions holding you back the book s power comes from four
simple but surprising insights 1 your emotions are not always in line with reality 2 emotions can change you can learn how
to change your emotions 3 you have emotions all the time but you might not notice them 4 by changing the emotions you
have all the time you can feel better every moment of every day how to feel better walks you through these insights building
a conceptual understanding of emotions from there the book teaches you techniques to resolve painful emotions these
techniques can be applied proactively to achieve goals and improve your mood the book is supplemented with videos and
worksheets on the author s website andrewtener com

The Quest to Feel Good 2011-01-19
eating disorders the facts is a comprehensive and accessible guide to the major eating disorders namely anorexia nervosa
anorexia nervosa not for weight or shape exercise disorder bulimia nervosa purging disorder rumination disorder binge
eating disorder and atypical sympathetically and clearly written this guide considers why eating disorders occur and then
looks at each in turn describing the eating behaviours diagnosis and treatments available the opening chapters tackle
adolescent eating behaviours and infertility pregnancy and the postpartum period case histories and patient perspectives
provide insights into the mind of the eating disorder sufferer making it easier for patients and their families to relate to the
topics discussed revised and updated new topics include contribution of epigenetics in utero contribution attachment in
perinatal and early years and the negative and positive impact of the internet and social media eating disorders the facts
provides an authoritative resource on eating disorders that will prove valuable for sufferers and their families

Laughing at Wall Street 2011-11-08
updated with photos and new interviews the heady drug induced decades of the sixties and seventies provide the backdrop
for this all star account of addiction and recovery among the celebrities interviewed by gary stromberg for the harder they
fall are comedian richard lewis musicians alice cooper grace slick dr john and chuck negron three dog night actors malcolm
mcdowell and mariette hartley pulitzer prize winning poet franz wright writer anne lamott and athletes doc ellis and gerry
cooney the good news all are recovering and leading lives of extraordinary accomplishment my own disease would like to
tell you that my isms are now my wasims but as this book reads it s an ongoing process that leads to the sweetest
spirituality my hat s off and great kudos to those who share their story like it is for those of us who still need to hear it
steven tyler aerosmith read this book here are the real winners in life the best and the brightest with devastating illnesses
living clean sober confident happy lives if you want to know about alcoholism and addiction and how to get weller than well
read this book capt ronald e smith chairman of the dept of psychiatry national naval medical center and for twelve years the
psychiatric consultant to the u s congress here are the stories of twenty one celebrities who had everything until their
abusive chemicals showed them that at the bottom they had nothing at all these pioneers in the modern drug abuse



epidemic eventually each found their way into recovery even redemption these inspiring stories tell of the joy of finding a
way of being that is more precious than fame and fortune robert l dupont m d white house drug czar for president nixon and
ford 1973 to 1977 author of the selfish brain

LONE W•O•L•F 2023-05-26
a powerful story of family hope growth and second chances anna mathur happiness comes in all shapes and sizes jo said
goodbye to peace and quiet when she got pregnant at 19 but now she has a chance to hit refresh a partner she loves five
amazing kids and a house by the sea jo must find a way to make the most of her second chance at happiness she s
surrounded by mums who seem to have it all together but when normal is not an option surprises can lead to a different kind
of happy

Insian Bravess No 3 2009-06-13
the beautiful full colour new york times bestselling book filled with stunning photography written by the yoga instructor who
inspires more than two million followers on instagram every single day part self help and part memoir yoga girl is an
inspirational look at the adventure that took writer and yoga teacher rachel brathen from her hometown in sweden to the
jungles of costa rica and finally to a paradise island in the caribbean that she now calls home with more than two million
followers on instagram brathen shares positive snippets of her life every day in yoga girl she gives readers an in depth look
at her journey from her self destructive teenage years to the happy and inspiring life she s built through yoga mindfulness
and meditation featuring spectacular photos of rachel practising yoga in idyllic locations along with step by step yoga
sequences and simple recipes for a healthy happy and fearless lifestyle yoga girl is all you need to inspire your own yoga
journey an international force in the world of yoga allure

The Bodyjoy Plan 2018-02-27
this is a new release of the original 1942 edition

How to Feel Better 2015-12-03
we all have freedom of choice nobody is telling you what you must do it is your conscience that you have to live with as we
look around us these days do you notice how the world has changed we went from better to worse worse to horrific and we
re heading from horrific to dread we can have the power to control situations only if we raise the levels of our own
consciousness and get back to basics remember when we wore white shirts and black ties for assembly when your parents
told you to do something you didn t ask why you just did it when no one is looking is about bringing integrity back into our
lives and being more conscious of decisions we make and actions we take which can make this a better world the most
influential tool we have in your entire arsenal is your integrity zig zigler only a person with integrity has the ability to
command a long time respect and admiration young or old rich or poor it doesn t matter what you have now you can live
with integrity and elegance and you can take utmost pride in that that is because integrity is something you decide to have
it is a principle you chose to live by each of us will someday be judged by our standard of life not by the standard of living by
our measure of giving not by our measure of wealth by our simple goodness not by seeming greatness william arthur ward

Eating Disorders: The Facts 2010-07-20
the author outlines a 30 day program to transform ones circumstances and character using ten motivational yet practical
tools the vision tool the responsibility tool the self esteem tool the faith tool the discipline tool the association tool the
planning tool the work tool the wealth tool and the love tool the dynamics of these holistic tools are implemented
systematically one day at a time creating the building blocks of personal progress woven throughout this month long plan
are time tested principles pragmatic strategies enlightening examples and biblical and real life role models who will edify
and inspire

The Harder They Fall 2021-07-08
are you or someone you love in a world of hurt right now you may be facing challenging circumstances intense pain crushing
disappointment or silent regrets but you don t have to fold you don t have to resign yourself to defeat you can find help and
encouragement to get through the tough parts to clarify the truth about your life to replace self sabotaging behaviors to
discover areas where you need a change of heart or perspective and here s the promise as you keep moving forward
through adversity you ll discover the greatness and the grace of god because you ll realize how truly great and gracious he
is only when you endure hard times and emerge on the other side big problems bigger god is your no holds barred guide to
difficult challenges and the hope they can produce as you walk with god through them



A Different Kind of Happy 2015-08-06
collaboratively written members of the nutrition educators of dietetic preceptors ndep of the academy of nutrition and
dietetics under the editorship of judith a beto nutrition counseling and education skills a practical guide helps students and
dietetic practitioners develop the communications counseling interviewing motivational and professional skills they ll need
as registered dietitian professionals throughout the book the authors focus on effective nutrition interventions evidence
based theories and models clinical nutrition principles and knowledge of behavioral science and educational approaches

Yoga Girl 2013-10
looking for real life the scrawled graffito on the bathroom wall might be clichéd but for claire wilder it s a wake up call
divorced from her high school sweetheart she s lost the flavor of life waiting for andrew to come back so claire leaves
everything behind and ends up in her father s hometown of valentine oklahoma before she knows it an overnight stay at the
goodnight motel has turned into weeks and she s found something she d almost forgotten existed a place to call home life is
sweet again until the day her ex husband arrives in town now claire has to figure out whether home is truly where the heart
is and if that s with andrew or in the sleepy town that helped her remember her dreams

How to Feel Better and Look It 2022-05-04

Integrity.... When No One's Looking 2012-12

Holistic Hardware 2015-10-01

Transforming Negativities 2023-01-19

Big Problems, Bigger God 2009-04-01

Nutrition Counseling and Education Skills: A Practical Guide

Sweet Dreams at the Goodnight Motel
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